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Abstract
Electrical conductivities of diaspore (α-AlOOH), δ-AlOOH, and ε-FeOOH were measured by 

impedance spectroscopy with a frequency range from 10–1 to 106 Hz at pressures from 8 to 20 GPa 
and temperatures from 500 to 1200 K, well below the dehydration temperatures of these phases at 
the relevant pressures. For diaspore, the relationship between electrical conductivity and reciprocal 
temperature can be well fitted by the Arrhenius formula:
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where σ0 is the pre-exponential factor, ∆E is the activation energy, and ∆V is activation volume of 
56.0 ± 1.2 S/m, 0.55 ± 0.02 eV, and 1.68 ± 0.12 cm3/mol, respectively. The electrical conductiv-
ity of diaspore decreases with increasing pressure ranging from 8 to 12 GPa by a half order of 
magnitude, whereas the conductivity becomes almost constant in a pressure range above 12 GPa. 
δ-AlOOH and ε-FeOOH show one and two orders of magnitude higher electrical conductivity than 
diaspore. Electrical conductivities of δ-AlOOH and ε-FeOOH, which have isostructural CaCl2-type 
hydroxide structure, show the nearly identical activation enthalpies (0.38 ± 0.01, 0.33 ± 0.05 eV), 
which are relatively lower than that of diaspore. The dominant conduction mechanism of AlOOH 
phases can be regarded as proton conduction. The conductivity difference between diaspore and 
δ-AlOOH attributes to result in the different O1H bond lengths of each phase. The reduction of O1H 
bond length with increasing pressure could enhance the proton migration by reducing the potential 
barrier, thereby raising the electrical conductivity. Small polaron conduction may contribute to the 
conductivity of ε-FeOOH to generate higher conductivity than δ-AlOOH. Furthermore, hydrogen 
bond symmetrization will also play an important role in the conductivity discrepancy of these hy-
drous minerals with CaCl2-type hydroxide structure. For subducted sedimentary rocks, polymorphs 
of AlOOH and FeOOH are representative hydrous phases. Al-rich sediments show conductivity 
reduction with increasing depth until phase transformation occurs because diaspore represents 
negative pressure dependence of conductivity. After transformation to δ-AlOOH, the conductivity 
will jump up around 18 GPa. If ε-FeOOH is stable above 5 GPa in an iron-rich lithology, such as 
banded iron formation (BIF), a high conductivity zone with positive pressure dependence could be 
observed to the deep lower mantle.
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Introduction
Water has significant influence on the dynamics and pro-

cesses of the deep element cycle in the Earth’s interior, such as 
slab subduction, mantle convection, and volcanism. Recently, 
many groups focused on studies on the water content of the 
Earth’s interior in terms of electrical conductivity (e.g., Wang 
et al. 2006; Romano et al. 2009; Yoshino and Katsura 2013) and 
potential paths to carry multiform water (hydrogen, hydroxyl, 
and H2O) into the transition zone and even the lower mantle 
(e.g., Ohtani et al. 2001, 2018). Many studies have proposed 
that hydrous minerals such as dense hydrous Mg silicates 
(DHMS) are potential water carriers to the transition zone and 
lower mantle (Frost and Fei 1998; Ono 1998; Schmidt et al. 

1998; Nishi et al. 2014; Pamato et al. 2015). Indeed, hydrous 
minerals and nominally anhydrous minerals containing signifi-
cant amount of water were found in diamond inclusions from 
the kimberlite suite (Wirth et al. 2007; Pearson et al. 2014), 
suggesting that at least some portions in the Earth’s mantle store 
water. Meanwhile, recent experimental studies have shown that 
high-pressure polymorphs of AlOOH and FeOOH are stable 
in the lower mantle along the normal geotherm (Sano et al. 
2008; Nishi et al. 2017; Duan et al. 2018; Hu et al. 2016, 2017).

Electrical conductivity has been used as an effective tool 
to determine water contents in the Earth’s mantle because the 
conductivity is believed to be sensitive to water content in 
nominally anhydrous minerals (e.g., Karato 1990; Huang et 
al. 2005; Wang et al. 2006; Yoshino et al. 2006, 2008). Elec-
trical conductivity of hydrous minerals would be useful to 
constrain water distribution in the Earth’s interior, especially 
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